Exercise 1.12  Syllable counting – phrase length identification – with carrier phrase

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say each sentence using one of the three ending phrases. Listen to the sentence as I say it. Please tell me or point to the word or phrase used at the end of the sentence. (The Speaker chooses which answer to use.)

1. The name of the country is ....... Greece
   Italy
   Papua New Guinea

2. I enjoy ....... resting at home
   taking a long drive in the country
   sunshine and playing tennis

3. There is always plenty of time ....... to watch my favorite TV show
   for going shopping
   to catch up on my reading

4. In the winter, ....... the ski resorts are open
   days are very cold
   many children throw snowballs and build snowmen

5. During summer, ....... many people go on vacation
   volleyball is a popular game
   days are very long and nights are very short